JULY 2009
THIS MONTH
Welcome to the fifth edition of The Romsey Modeller. Once again it is packed full of great modelling articles
generously created by club members.
We have the final except of Nigel Denchfield story of the excavation of his father’s crashed Spitfire, Pat starts
a piece on The Three Musketeers, Gary has more on his Hornets while Paul starts to build another bike.
Meanwhile Russell paints his SAS Jeeps which will be a real contender for the St George competition and we
welcome Roger Doswell to these pages in writing about Eduard’s Bf109E.
We have now got provisional dates for the “Build a Model in a Day” event and our visit to Bovington, we will
finalise details in the next month. Finally remember that Wednesday is the club’s St George competition so
please remember to bring an entry.
Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a multitalented group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often
run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or
just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last
page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
THIS MONTHS COMPETITION
This month sees our latest competition, the St Georges Trophy, which is of course for any model with relevant
link to England. We have run this contest over a number of years, and with its popularity rising and falling, this
contest, for the first time, is now a biennial event. I believe I have previously stated verbally and in this
magazine that this competition was biannual….don’t panic, just a typo!! I blame the Editor…and why it’s two
months after the actual day, lord only knows! That’s probably his fault too...couldn’t possibly be my mistake!
The winner will get two years custody of the superb St George figurine, a one off 2009 trophy for keeps, and
there’ll even be some smaller prizes for the runners up.
As entry to the competition is free, I think this is an overwhelming reason to put in a model or two. You never
know – it could be you!!
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A VISIT TO BOVINGTON
I have set a provisional date of Saturday 3rd October for our club outing to the tank museum at Bovington
which fits in nicely between the Farnborough and Yeovilton shows. As mentioned last month if we have more
than 10 participants we can get a group rate of £7.50 each and if we inform them beforehand we can get a
group tour. I sure this will be discussed further at our next meeting.

BUILD A MODEL IN A DAY.
We have set a provisional date of Sunday September 6th for this event dependent on confirmation that the hall
is free. We are hopeful that we will be able to get a discount on the £70 hall booking charge which seems
excessive. At our last meeting we agreed that we would have an open competition, so anything that you want
to build that day is OK the only rule is that it must be un‐started at the beginning of the day. If you want to
bring along a £50 Tamiya kit and loads of etch that’s fine but don’t be surprised if you don’t get great marks for
only getting the cockpit underway. I would like to support Just Add Imagination so I will try and see if we can
pre order some suitable kits (under £10) from them.

PHOTO SHOOT
At our last meeting we held a second photo shoot. This produced some great images for the web site which I
hope you have had a chance to look at along with the new mug shots. I would like to include an entry in the
galley for every club member including a modelling profile.. so get writing!
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The most popular page is Shows , followed by Builds, Photos and Competitions
105 copies of the March magazine have been uploaded, 100 of April’s , 92 May’s and 62 June’s
60% of the traffic comes from search engines, 21% from referring site and 19% coming directly .
The top ten search terms from Google that result in a visit are
romsey modellers, romseymodellers, ducati 888 hinckley model show 2009, tamiya spray paints, eastleigh
model show, tony adams Romsey, romsey modelers, ipms Gloucester
And finally we have received our first order!!!
Dear Sales,
I am Sam Dundi. I am from Indonesia.
I would like to buy some products from you.
Before I placed an order, please respond my questions below :
1. Can you ship to Indonesia by ParcelForce ?
2. Do you accept payment by Mastercard ?
3. Can you supply me diecast ?
I am interested with these :
‐ 1:12 Minichamps MotoGP Valentino Rossi bike
‐ 1:18 CMC Car diecast
Please give me price and stock information.
I am looking forward to hear from you soon.
Regards,
Sam Dundi
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HUNTING SPITFIRE N3249, DW‐P OF 610 SQUADRON BY NIGEL DENCHFIELD
In the last two editions of the Romsey Modeller Nigel Denchfield told the story of a dramatic day in his father’s
life, the day he got shot down in France. Here Nigel tells the story of how he and is father found the Spitfire’s
remains.

A RECAP
As recounted in the first part of this article in the late 1970s, a
colleague of my father at what we still like to call De Havillands
passed him a book. It was one of the Pictorial History of the
RAF series by Bruce Robertson. He was told to look at a specific
page, where he found the picture captioned “A Sergeant Pilot is
captured”.
With some amazement, he recognised the pilot…himself.
How did this come about? Where did the picture come from?
Over a period of about 12 years gradually answers emerged,
until one a glorious day in May 1991, parts of his beloved
Spitfire N3249, DW‐P were found on the surface of a field near
St. Omer.
Over the next 3 years we made a number of visits to the site,
and retrieved loads of small and very bent parts of the plane
and an awful lot of French mud. The best finds were the
armour plate from the seat, which was bent through 90
degrees, and the hood release. This last is now mounted on a
wooden base.

HUNTING DOWN N3249…
Having found the picture, through the publisher we were able to contact a chap in USA who had all the
originals, and copies duly arrived. Things went quiet for a few years until in 1984 my father retired from
designing the HS125 electrical system, and began putting things down on paper. He accessed various records
held at Kew, and gradually built up the story of ‘Circus 3’, which was indeed a shambles, and poor 610 were
left horribly exposed. From this came an absolutely crazy idea, could we find where he crashed. What did we
know? What did we need to know? We knew the approximate location, just a couple of miles from
Longeunesse airfield [now home to a smashing RFC memorial, well worth a look]. More information was
found; particularly important was the weather report on the day. Then it was time to ask for help from across
the channel. An appeal was published in the local St Omer newspaper. They did us proud, and devoted a fair
amount of space to it. Response was immediate. Two splendid chaps who had built up a record of the aircraft
wrecks in the area got in touch. Next stop France, in October 1991.
Our new friends had narrowed the possible sites to 3. The first was clearly wrong, but the second hit the
jackpot. As soon as he was travelling along the road towards it, my father’s memories were turned on.
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Out came the essential metal detectors, but they weren’t needed. A
walk across the field revealed metal on the surface. A shallow hole
was dug at the edge of the field, and instantly more appeared. What
was needed was a piece with a serial number on so that it could be
matched to the plane. This turned up, along with the cockpit release
catch. Tremendous excitement grew. After while, an oldish gentleman
turned up, fetched by one of the French team. Here was the young boy
who spoke to my father as he was captured, Amazing, he still lived
nearby. Sadly he died a few years ago, but we had some cracking
parties before then, my word he and his wife knew how to entertain!
The pictures to the left show the finding of N 3249 in October 1991.
The actual spot is where the small tree is in the centre picture.
Not much more could be achieved, but during the next 3 years we
made a number of excavations on the site, but had to call it a day
when we were tunnelling under the lane chasing engine parts. Apart
from the safety aspect, we suspect that had the lane caved in, the
entente cordiale might have declined a bit. We were obviously not
going to find anything big anyway, as the ground was rock hard in Feb 41 and
poor old N3249 had broken up and burned. On the right is the crash site
today, with my daughter giving scale to it. That tree has never grown as much
as its neighbours…I wonder why?
So ended the hunt, but not the story.
Down the road is a large cemetery, the
Longeunesse
Souvenir
Cemetery,
containing several hundred graves from
both wars. Here we found the grave of
father’s dear friend Billy Raine. Since
those early trips, I have taken to spending
a week on the battlefields each year, and as a matter of principal we end
at Billy Raine’s grave. He is not forgotten.
If you would like to know more about Nigel’s father’s war time adventures Nigel has written more for the
Telegraph which can be found at Britain at war
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EDUARD MESSERSCHMITT BF 109E 1/32 BUILD BY ROGER DOSWELL
It’s always nice to get a new contributor to the magazine, so thank you Roger for writing this article on his
Eduard 109….
I always said I would never build a 109 as everyone seems to, but when I saw this kit at the Milton Keynes
show I just had to buy it. On opening the box the quality is such that I wanted to go home and start it there
and then.
For forty quid you get everything you
need in one box, no need for
aftermarket goodies on this one‐ so
how did it go together?
One starts with the cockpit, this is
quite comprehensive with a fair
amount of pre coloured brass to play
with‐ not normally my favourite bit.
Starting with the left sidewall and
then followed by the right this was
assembled as per the instructions
including the etched chain drives,
then the sockets for the tail wheel.
Next is the under nose oil cooler‐ the etch grilles on the fret are incorrect, but a small replacement set on a
separate fret is included in the packaging, care must be taken to ensure everything is aligned correctly.
Next comes the floor and seat assembly, just follow the instructions here and you should be ok, however the
top half of the instrument panel has parts PE8 and PE 7 transposed, careful reference to the parts layout
should make this obvious.

For painting all the plastic parts where sprayed RLM66 and when dry a dusted coat of RLM 02 was applied to
give a shading effect.
You have the choice of using plastic parts for the instrument panels but the etch produces a superior result
than I could ever hope to achieve by painting, so I went for the easy route as always! The next sequence deals
with the engine, and here you have to make a choice to close up the cowls or leave the engine exposed,
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initially I was to have the engine exposed, and built everything up accordingly, then looking at it felt this spoilt
the lines of the aircraft so chose to close the cowl. due to moulding issues this cannot be done, but by
removing the lumps and bumps from the engine managed to shoehorn assembly into the forward fuselage.
One note here, separated parts are provided to allow the propeller to be fitted with the engine removed, but I
the second build I just glued the engine block together with the separate exhaust stubs, leaving off the last one
as this can be fitted later from the outside and push fitted into exhaust opening. Separate panels are provided
to mount the exhaust stubs – so it’s your choice.
The rest of the build is quite straight forward although I did have trouble getting the wing halves to line up
accurately, but I feel this was me rather than the kit.
For the canopy check the instructions for the head armour as two of the marking options did not have this
fitted. The other point to be aware of is that the join line on the fuselage should not be sanded smooth (as I
did on the first build) the 109s were built in two halves, with an overlap top and bottom.
Some jiggling with the centre section of the canopy will be needed to allow this to fit in the closed position,
although with all that cockpit detail , leaving it open is the better option , albeit more fragile.

PAINTING AND MARKINGS
This is always my favourite bit and I couldn’t wait t
get started, for the first build I went for yellow 11 and
for the second for yellow 2.
Although both operated at the same period, the
schemes are very different‐ in both cases I used life
colour paints, preshaded with dark grey , when dry
coated with kleer ( 2 light coats sprayed neat) and left
to harden for 24 hours.
For the second build I used a trick picked up from one
of the internet forums, using pink as an under coat for
yellow – it works superbly, as I always have trouble
using white
It was then time to start applying the decals, which are really excellent, thin and in perfect register. For yellow
11 the placement diagram shows the fuselage
crosses as 3, but these looked far too big when
compared to the colour side profile, so I used decals
no 7 instead.
Once all these have been applied ( the stencils took a
whole evening session)) left to dry overnight, and
coated once again with Kleer, no carrier film was
present. The whole airframe was given a wash of
dark grey promodellers and wiped clean when dry
Both builds were matted down with a mixture of
Kleer mixed with Tamiya basecoat.
This gives a really matt finish, in fact on the first build I over did it and ended up with a very faded result.
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Overall
an
extremely
enjoyable build, in fact I
already have plans for a
third, the next variant – an
E‐3 is due shortly, which
was the most common
used in th BOB, although
the wing cannons are
included in the E1 boxing,
the wings are different, so
these cannot be used to
model the E3.
Several other unused parts
are provided, including a
drop tank and pointed
spinner cap, presumably for
the E‐4 and tropical variants
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1979 YAMAHA YZR500 BY PAUL ADAMS

[1]

Tamiya’s first foray into the manufacturer of
motorcycle kits began way back in 1980 with
their first release of kit number 14001 –
Kenny Roberts championship winning yellow
and black YZR500 Yamaha grand prix bike.
Clearly very proud of their achievement,
Yamaha assisted Tamiya in producing a
superb, reasonably detailed replica of the
bike, though by today’s standards it has
begun to show its age. The kit was an instant
success and Tamiya followed up this release
with a kit that included a figure in typical
knee‐on‐the‐ground Roberts pose.

Unlike today though, at the time, they didn’t release the kit in different guises until the Barry Sheene version
was issued just a few years back which featured a few parts to update it to the non‐factory 1981 spec bike
Barry ran unsuccessfully that year. Around the same time Dexter Models release a number of decal sheets to
help modellers build different riders versions including the Venezuelan rider Johnny Cecotto (pronounced che‐
cot‐toe). In the late seventies Cecotto was the factory rider for Yamaha Europe and ran a similar scheme to the
US Yamaha backed bike of Roberts, but in red and white. This scheme is considered to be the factory paint
scheme as it was the colours Yamaha used for arguably the greatest ever rider, Giacomo Agostini. [1]
So history lesson over‐with and keen to build something less taxing then the Assen Yamaha, this bike would be
my next choice to add further to my racing bike collection.
My choice of kit would be the Barry Sheene Akai kit as it’s moulded in white making the painting of the livery
easier. The original kits were moulded in yellow! The first thing that strikes you is the simplicity of the kit. The
parts count is visually less, with parts like the top yoke and handlebars all cast in one piece. Today’s MotoGP
kits have separate top yoke, clips and grips. The standard theme for building these early kits is all evident
though with a four piece frame, two piece swingarm, a two part fairing that goes together very well, but it
means the modeller fits the front wheel after the fairing is attached. The fuel tank has no bottom to it and the
windscreen is very thick. Whilst the white sprues are up to modern standards the black sprue is a real shocker
with a multitude of seams, sink marks and flash to deal with. One interesting thing to note is the early kits had
the forks mould with a chrome finish – the reissue kits have these parts in white. A lot of time saved, by not
having to strip the gaudy finish off here! [2,3]

[2]

[3]
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I always start a bike model by cleaning up, constructing and where appropriate, paint the main parts of the
bike, those being the frame, swingarm, engine, wheels and body or fairing parts.
I began construction with the fairing, tank and seat. These parts were cleaned up and glued together using my
usual method of superglue and zip kicker. This filled the gaps along the seams and provided much needed
extra strength as the fairing will need to be widened slightly to get it on over the engine. After sanding back
with 400 grit paper the seams were finessed with 800 and 1500 grits. I filled in the mounting hole at front of
the fairing and carried this on to the side holes too. This was done using some plastic rod and more super glue
to blend it all together. I then drilled out the reverse side so that the shortened mounting lugs would sit nicely
in the holes. When finished, the outer surface will be dressed with a photo‐etch nut as will the fairing nose.
[4,5]

[4]

[5]

The building of the frame was held up by the endless cleaning up to do around the small details. This plastic
seemed very soft so it was easy going with 1000 and 1500 grit papers to avoid any deep marks with the
coarser grits. The frame was glued together but still felt fragile. The two outriggers that support the seat were
ridiculously thin and inevitably I broke these twice during handling. I trimmed a few mould bolt heads off to be
replaced with etch items later. A coat of primer, two coats of zero black and two of clear offered a glossy
finish, but not quite what I was after. The real thing has a glossy look to it, but in this scale it looked toy like. I
polished the paint with 600 grit Mr Hobby compound, and came up with an in‐scale sheen. I discovered
subsequently that I fitted the clock pod support upside down – either that or the frame is upside‐down!! I’ll
sort this out soon!! [6]
The swingarm assembly posed a number of problems. Aside from being the worst part of the kit, the
instructions call for the arm to be painted and assembled around the finished rear wheel which would leave
large visible seams and a poor finish. After testing the whole assembly with the wheel, I decided to simply
shorten the mounting boss on one side which would enable me to slide the wheel and tyre in without
resorting to separating the arm too much and risk breaking the thing apart…which I managed to do during
trials! I spent many hours filling and sanding this part to get it in reasonable shape – but failed I think with the
monoshock ‐ it is way too simplified to be convincing and desperately needs a nice machined upgrade. As it’ll
be hidden beneath the tank, it shouldn’t look too bad once complete. The arm was sprayed with Alclad
aluminium over grey primer, the shock was done with Duraluminium. The picture shows the ends of the arm
masked up for further panting. Once that’s done I’ll apply some shading around the joints using Humbrol Steel.
[7]
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[6]

[7]

The engine is a simple affair but with multiple parts in its construction, some thought has to be used to get it
all lined up nicely so it fits in the frame correctly. Once that was done I started with the filler as there were
gaps all over the place. I used Tamiya grey putty which was allowed to cure for 24 hours. Halfords trusty grey
plastic primer was sprayed on left to harden off while I considered what paints to use. My Pitwalk reference
book shows the engine with three colours or tones of grey. I use Alclad paints for the steel, dark aluminium
and bright aluminium finishes. In hindsight the steel crankcase is a little light, but it looks fairly convincing. The
picture shows the engine in its raw state, with still the clutch and some minor painting to complete. [8]

[8]

[9]

The wheels were another victim of the black plastic sprue and so more Halfords sand papers were consumed
in the clean up. The seams were more like steps they were so prominent! I primed with grey primer again, but
I used zero black as an undercoat for Tamiya’s TS21. A rare event for me this, but the Tamiya gold yields a very
realistic 1970’s look to the wheels. [9]
Lastly this month is the painting of the bodywork. After cleaning up I primed with Halfords plastic white primer
and set everything aside for a couple of days. Frustratingly I always find some blemishes that need’s attention
as it’s difficult to spot all of them without paint. More primer was applied and gently sanded back with 1500
grit wet and dry paper. The main colour was simple to obtain with Zero pure white shot through my Iwata CR
Revolution airbrush set at around 25psi. Three good coats of clear followed, and with a good few days of
drying behind it was swiftly onto polishing. I’ve begun using a simplified system for this process of late. I used
2400 grit Micromesh cloth soaked in a water/washing up liquid mix and gently use this all over the clear to
achieve a flat look. If there are any glossy spots it means the surface isn’t level and you need it level to obtain
the mirror like finish seen on real vehicles. Next up is Mr Hobby 600 compound which brings back the shine
quickly. I finished with Mer car polish to get the effect you see in the pictures.
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With the clear on I could get on with the task of decaling. The decals are from Aussie manufacturer Dexter
Models, and as I hadn’t used them before caused me some concerns over how they would perform. I thought
I’d start the hard way and put on the fairing nose yellow decal. I immediately ran into problems as my
softening solution didn’t work. Thinking it was out of date, I used a newer bottle only to find the same thing. I
concluded that Microsol was of no use and fortunately I had a bottle of Daco Medium decal set which was just
about strong enough to soften the thick decal and after 2 hours it was on!! With the nose decal on, I could
apply the thin black edging lines and move onto the distinctive red stripes on the sides. I found these to be
very brittle, so great care was need when moving them into position. Despite this some areas did crack, but
some Zero red paint hid most of the tiny gaps. I spent a good few days on the decaling and I allow a week for
them to fully dry before clearing. The decals were difficult but not impossible to use. The associate sponsor’s
decal are a little undersized but overall the scheme looks about right.
I used the aforementioned technique to clear and polisho over the decals and I was particularly pleased with
the end result. [10,11,12]

More next time..
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ALSO ON THE WORKBENCH
As well as building the Yamaha, I’ve begun working on some restoration projects. First up is the superb looking
Interceptor from the first Mad Max film. This resin and white metal kit belongs to Russell who’s kindly given it
to me to perform all of the donkey work and get it ready for a slick, black on black paint scheme. Russell built
this many years ago and it’s crying out for some tlc. Overall the kit isn’t too bad, if inaccurate and clunky in
places. So far I’ve stripped the body, wheels and interior tub. [13]
Next up is a project I began 5 years ago and gave up on after messing up the paint job. It’s the 2002 Bentley
EXP Speed 8 Le Mans car that eventually won the event in 2003, though somewhat revised from the version
seen here. Most of the kit is painted and ready to install, but I was never satisfied with the Halfords paint I
applied. 5 years on and an accurate Bentley paint is available from Hiroboy in his Zero paint range. It seems a
shame not to complete this car as it is simply a thing of beauty. [14]

[12]

[13]

More on these two, in future issues.
DALE’S DECKING
Dale has sent me these pictures of progress on his 1/350 HMS Duke of York, after about two weeks decking
this is all the progress he has made. What with Richard’s air wing, it’s enough to put me off ship modelling for
good!
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SAS JEEPS PART 2 BY RUSSEL EDEN
Following on from last months article Russell paints his 1/72 jeeps.

PAINTING
Once the Jeep was assembled and I was happy with it I gave it an undercoat of Humbrol primer and left it over
night to dry. It was then given a couple of coats of Humbrol Sand, I couldn’t get hold of my usual Tamiya spray
cans so used Humbrol , which were very impressive and readily available.
Once dried it was time for a light wash of GW Snakebite Leather ( don’t ask – I didn’t name it but it’s a dark tan
colour). Heavily thinned down, this bought out the detail in the jerry cans nicely. I mixed Vallejo Sand with
some GW white and gave the Jeep a light dry brush for further highlighting. I wanted to be subtle with my
highlights to make the jeeps look as realistic as possible (after painting fantasy figures for many years this can
be difficult), too much highlighting and they look unrealistic, too little and they look like toys.
With the basic painting done it was into the detailing, this is where building it complete with stowage showed
it’s problems. Painting individual bits was proving fiddly, we all live and learn, the next jeep has resin stowage
in blocks so these will be painted before main assembly.
The tyres, radiator and German jerry can got a coat of black and the jerry can a white cross, this showed it
carried water and not fuel. The guns were also painted black and then got a coat of GW Chainmail dry brushed
over them. I painted some jerry cans Olive Drab, as my reference photos show not everything got repainted
sand colour once it got to Africa. The stowage bags were painted either Khaki or Olive Drab. Most bits once
they had a base coat were given a wash of my MIG dark wash and then a dry brush of the base coat with extra
white.
I added pre‐painted extra stowage to the back of the jeep at this point, a crate, boxes, ammo tins, a Bren gun
and shovel etc. The fun will be having people spot everything I added. I also used German equipment, water
bottles, mess tins, and an MP40 with ammo pouch. It was around this time that I realised the driver wouldn’t
fit with the steering wheel in place – oops. I’ll leave it off the next jeep until ready. I painted and glued half the
Dartmoor driver in place and worked around him. I got carried away with the painting so have no in‐progress
painting shots unfortunately.
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Once everything was in place and painted I went mad with my new graphite pencil for stone chips and general
wear and tear. The desert is harsh and paint never stays on for long. I tried to keep the chips to realistic places
, more heavily at the front and where the crews would put their boots. Less so where general stone chips
would appear on the sides and on jerry cans.

I will put a layer of MIG pigment on the jeep once it’s on its base. The rest of the driver was positioned in place
and his arms attached, he’s not a bad fit however his right hand missed the gear level by several mm, so I
removed the original gear stick and using a bit of bent wire made one the that goes all the way to his hand.
This doesn’t look too bad and luckily is hidden by the figure and stowage. His left hand is resting on the
steering wheel, sort of.
The second jeep is a Hasegawa one I picked up at the Hendon show. The basic build went very quickly.
Although not as detailed as the Tamiya one, it has a detailed engine bay, if you wish to use it. I didn’t as the
bonnet was going to be firmly shut. I shaved all the handles off the body and I added the front stowage to the
bonnet. The rear stowage was already painted as it arrived the month before and was to be added after basic
painting.
With the basic build complete, in about an hour, I got carried away and primered it. Half an hour later,
(‘What!?’ I hear you cry. No, I didn’t leave it over night to dry, as I said, I got carried away) I sprayed it with
Humbrol Sand. This came out fine and a couple of hours later I added the rear stowage – uh oh, first problem,
the Blackdog stowage is designed for the Tamiya Jeep which must be slightly bigger on the inside as I had to
shave the sides off the stowage and trim parts of the jerry cans to make it all fit. Once in place I added the
spare wheels and tarpaulin block to the rear end ,this fitted at an angle as it slots in place with the other parts,
possibly as it’s a smaller Jeep compared to the Tamiya one. Although the wheels are at an angle it looks very
impressive, one over loaded Jeep! Just to overload it some more I added all the side bags and the gun mounts.
The passenger seat back would not fit properly either with the stowage in place. Luckily I had a figure to sit in
this seat so I cut a part of the seat out and glued it firmly in place. The hole isn’t visible (luckily), it’s amazing
what a load of stowage will hide! I then added a few more bits of stowage including a jack and holstered
pistols that I liberated from the Tamiya German tank crew set.
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It was then onto washing and dry brushing followed by a liberal smattering of paint chips as per the previous
Jeep.

The crew were painted whilst I was building and painting the jeeps. If one bit was drying I painted the crew.
The two crewmen in the hasegawa Jeep are resin ones from Gasoline and very impressive they are too – I
painted these with German red/brown shorts, sand coloured shirts with differing neckties. The flesh was GW
Dwarf flesh darkened with a bit of khaki. Again these were given darker washes and a light dry brushing to
bring out the detail. The other crewmen are from Dartmoor Models and cast in white metal – nice figures if
not as crisply detailed as the resin ones. I painted these in slightly differing colours to the others – the SAS
never paid much attention to regulation uniforms so this makes sense. They all have non‐regulation beards
too!

Next month – building the base and attaching the jeeps.
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F‐18 HORNET WRAP UP BY GARY JARMAN
So for the last two months I’ve bored you with my build of the Hornet. So, fast forward to the present.
The remainder of the build described over the past months went well. I have to admit that my natural lack of
patience meant that if you lift the built kit you’ll see I never did finish the wheel bays.
I am very happy with the result. However, as with all kits once they’re finished, painted and decaled, you come
to the ‘I suppose I better keep the purists quiet and weather the thing’ stage (well I come to that stage).
But then I thought … no! There has to be some time in every aircrafts life when it is as clean as a … well as a
recently completed, unweathered kit.
A while back I bought some JB Model Bedford trucks. I have fond memories of driving Bedford trucks from my
days in the South African Air Force. In fact my fondest memory is watching the guards at Devon Air Force Base
diving for cover as I took a corner too wide when I was learning to drive the Bedford (I just missed the guard
house.). Ahhh, the good old days.
I decided to build a diorama around my Hornet. It’s a ‘what if’ type diorama, but with a touch of humour.
I pulled one of the Bedfords out of the stash and built it. It was really very good fun building it. After spending
months adding ridiculous amounts of detail to the Hornet, making the truck and the figures without worrying
about detail was very relaxing.
So here’s what I came up with:
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THE THREE MUSKETEERS! BY PAT CAMP
Starring: Michael York, Oliver Reed, Richard Chamberlain and Frank Finlay. With supporting roles from Clark
Gable, Vivien Leigh and Johnny Depp !
These 54mm white metal figures from Andrea are based upon the
characters portrayed in the film of 1973 [1]. You may recall that
D’Artagnan was played by Michael York, Athos (wonderfully) played by
Oliver Reed, Aramis by Richard Chamberlain and Porthos by Frank
Finlay. Some great sword‐fighting scenes in the film and good fun to
watch!
I bought these originally as a Xmas gift for a group of four very special
French people who have been so friendly to me since I arrived over
here (quite apart from my fellow modellers that is!). However, as is usual for me, I couldn’t get them finished
in time, so I have them until next Christmas and they can do the rounds of the model shows with me this year!
[1] The Three Musketeers
– scene from the 1973 film.

Andrea does a range of figures that are full of character. Unfortunately,
I don’t find the quality of fit to be generally good (and these were no
exception, but being forewarned did not stop me from getting caught
out – but more about that later!) Also, my personal preference is for
figurines to be cast in resin, rather than metal.
There are not many parts in each kit: typically a torso with legs and
head (although the head is a separate part in the D’Artagnan kit); a pair
of arms, brimmed hat with cast in place feather detail, sword, spurs and
base [2]. The bases are designed to be interlockable on the kits so you
can make up a vignette, but I attached each figure to a separate
wooden base.

[2] The box of parts from the
Aramis kit.

PREPARING THE CASTINGS.
The quality of the castings is reasonable, but there are some surface irregularities
and mould seams [3] that required treatment [4]. I use the same sort of process
regardless of whether it is a figurine, aircraft or ship model, made from white metal,
plastic or resin. I start by removing mould seams by scraping with a curved blade – I
use a Swann‐Morton 15C blade for this – held at around 90o to the surface [4a]. I
avoid using the very tip of the blade for scraping, as I like to keep this sharp for
cutting work. In some places it is necessary to cut rather than scrape [4b]. For some
awkwardly shaped areas, a fine rounded blade is very useful for cleaning up detail
and increasing the surface relief, here it is being used where the breaches enter the
boots [4c]. The next step is to improve the fit of parts, and a square edged blade is
being used here [4d] and on the corresponding socket to obtain a good fit of the
[3] Close up view
arm to the shoulder. The blades are interchangeable in a holder [4e]. Take a look at
of the Aramis figure.
www.scalpelsandblades.co.uk for further information. A small piece of sandpaper –
possibly held by tweezers for awkward areas – is used to smooth away surface irregularities such as lumps and
bumps. A scalpel or X‐Acto knife can be useful here, as can rotary burrs held in a pin vice and used as a scraper
– you can get all sorts of shapes so it is well worth keeping a look out for these at model shows. It is also useful
to sharpen up detail around edges – such as belts and pockets – by using a pointy dental tool.
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[a]

[b]

[c]
[4] Preparing the castings.

[d]

[e]

Before giving the castings a final clean up, I like to prepare them for attaching to a work holder [5]. I use a
150mm length of 10mm round dowelling with a wire type panel pin tapped into the end. Once in place, cut off
the head of the panel pin and
sharpen the end to a point. Drill a
hole up into the leg of the
figurine – go as deep as you can
(say 6 to 10mm if possible) so the
pin is a good push fit. I also have
a base plate made from an offcut
of wood with 10mm holes drilled
into it to take the holders – this
[5] Attaching to holder.
avoids having to lay the parts
down when not in use.
For the final clean up of white metal figures, I like to use a fibre‐glass scratch pen to clean away the surface
oxide and other blemishes until the casting is nice and shiny [6]. The scratched surface also improves the
adherence of the primer coat. However, the glass fibres can be irritating if you get them in your skin, so I wear
disposable gloves, use an old toothbrush to remove debris and do the work outdoors (not at the workbench).
Oh, and if you have swine fever (or whatever it is called), try not to sneeze onto the fibres!
Attach
the
holders to the
parts and fix with
a
spot
of
superglue [7]. I
marked the name
of the figure on
[6] Final clean up using scratch pen
each holder to
make sure I knew
which part was
from which figure [8]. Now give the figures a primer whilst the surfaces are fresh and clean. Halfords white car
primer is my usual choice, although this time I airbrushed on Alclad primer (with some cellulose thinners
added). For my latest figurine (Captain Jack Sparrow), I have tried Mr Metal Primer. That was a bit of a shock as
it was transparent – I hadn’t been expecting that!
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D’Artagnan.
Athos
Aramis.
[7] Parts cleaned up, attached to holders and ready for primer coat.

Porthos.

This article will be continued in next months Romsey Modeller
MORE ACTUAL EXCHANGES BETWEEN PILOTS AND CONTROL TOWERS
Tower: "EASTERN 702, CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF, CONTACT DEPARTURE ON
FREQUENCY 124.7"

"

Eastern 702: TOWER, EASTERN 702 SWITCHING TO DEPARTURE. BY THE WAY,

AFTER WE LIFTED OFF WE SAW SOME KIND OF DEAD ANIMAL ON THE FAR END
OF THE RUNWAY."
Tower: "CONTINENTAL 635, CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF BEHIND EASTERN 702,

CONTACT DEPARTURE ON FREQUENCY 124.7. DID YOU COPY THAT REPORT
FROM EASTERN 702?
Continental 635:

"

"CONTINENTAL 635, CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF, ROGER; AND YES,

WE COPIED EASTERN... WE'VE ALREADY NOTIFIED OUR CATERERS."

One day the pilot of a Cherokee 180 was told by the tower to hold short of the active runway
while a DC-8 landed... The DC-8 landed, rolled out, turned around, and taxied back past the
Cherokee. Some quick-witted comedian in the DC-8 crew got on the radio and said,

"WHAT A CUTE LITTLE PLANE. DID YOU MAKE IT ALL BY YOURSELF?"
The Cherokee pilot, not about to let the insult go by, came back with a real zinger:

"I MADE IT OUT OF DC-8 PARTS. ANOTHER LANDING LIKE YOURS AND I'LL
HAVE ENOUGH PARTS FOR ANOTHER ONE."

The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are renowned as a short‐tempered lot. They not only expect
one to know one's gate parking location, but how to get there without any assistance from them. So it was
with some amusement that we (a Pan Am 747) listened to the following exchange between Frankfurt ground
control and a British Airways 747, call sign Speedbird 206.
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Speedbird 206: " FRANKFURT, SPEEDBIRD 206! CLEAR OF ACTIVE RUNWAY."
Ground: "SPEEDBIRD 206. TAXI TO GATE ALPHA ONE-SEVEN."
The

BA

747

pulled

onto

the

main

taxiway

and

slowed

to

a

stop.

Ground: "SPEEDBIRD, DO YOU NOT KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING?"
Speedbird 206: "STAND BY, GROUND, I'M LOOKING UP OUR GATE LOCATION

NOW."
Ground (with quite arrogant impatience): "SPEEDBIRD 206, HAVE YOU NOT BEEN

TO FRANKFURT BEFORE?"
Speedbird 206 (coolly): "YES, TWICE IN 1944, BUT IT WAS DARK, -- AND I DIDN'T

LAND..."

While taxiing at London Airport, the crew of a US Air flight departing for Ft. Lauderdale made a
wrong turn and came nose to nose with a United 727.
An irate female ground controller lashed out at the US Air crew, screaming:

"US AIR 2771, WHERE THE HELL ARE YOU GOING? I TOLD YOU TO TURN RIGHT
ONTO CHARLIE TAXIWAY! YOU TURNED RIGHT ON DELTA! STOP RIGHT THERE.
I KNOW IT'S DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN C AND D,
BUT GET IT RIGHT!"
Continuing her rage to the embarrassed crew, she was now shouting hysterically:

"GOD! NOW YOU'VE SCREWED EVERYTHING UP! IT'LL TAKE FOREVER TO SORT
THIS OUT! YOU STAY RIGHT THERE AND DON'T MOVE TILL I TELL YOU TO! YOU
CAN EXPECT PROGRESSIVE TAXI INSTRUCTIONS IN ABOUT HALF AN HOUR,
AND I WANT YOU TO GO EXACTLY WHERE I TELL YOU, WHEN I TELL YOU, AND
HOW I TELL YOU! YOU GOT THAT, US AIR 2771?"

"YES, MA'AM

,"

the humbled crew responded.

Naturally, the ground control communications frequency fell terribly silent after the verbal
bashing of US Air 2771. Nobody wanted to chance engaging the irate ground controller in her
current state of mind. Tension in every cockpit out around Gatwick was definitely running
high.
Just then an unknown pilot broke the silence and keyed his microphone, asking: "WASN'T I

MARRIED TO YOU ONCE?"
.
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IN NEXTT MONTHS ROMSEY MODELLER
M
It’s alwayys difficult to precisely pred
dict what will be in next mo
onth’s edition but here’s a sstab:
orama for Russsell’s SAS jeep
Creating a dio
Part 4 of Pat’ss Canberra bu
uild
Quick Build Hobby
H
Boss Mustang III
More on Paul’s Yamaha YZZR500
ol F2B
My build of Eduard’s Bristo
mpetition results
St George com
Part 2 of the Three
T
Musketteers
Review of Fin
ne Moulds Star Wars Snowsspeeder kit
The rest is op
pen to contributions

t website , I am hoping th
hat it will finally be
I have beeen “blogging”” the build of my Eduard Brristol F2B on the
completeed by Wednessday to be enttered in the Stt George competition, just need to get the prop done
e….
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CLUB DIARY

July 15

St George’s Competition

August 19

Club Night (Talk by Pete Smith)

September 6

Provisional Date for Build a Model in a Day

September 16

Club Night

September 19

IPMS Farnborough Model Show

October 3

Provisional Date for visit to Bovington Tank Museum

October 17

Yeovilton Autumn Model Show

October 21

Club Night

November 18

Annual Competition

December 16

Xmas Night and Prize Giving
Next Meeting: Wednesday July 15th (8pm to 10pm)

Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Russell Eden
Roger Doswell
Nigel Denchfield

Paul Adams
Pat Camp
Gary Jarman
Dale Koppi
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wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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